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1) Read these sentences and complete the incomplete words. (0.5 point) 

       A) He is listening to my father’s (heartb _ _ t).          B) I learned French in a language (inst _ t  _ te). 

                                                                                                            
2) Match the definitions with the words. One word is extra. (0.5 point) 

 

    A) a large group of people who live together.     (......)                         a. vary 

    B) to stop something from happening.                (…..)                    b. society 

                                                                                                                   c. prevent 

3) Circle the different word in each group. (0.5 point) 

 

    A) a. Iran                            b. Persian                            c. Iraq                            d. Turkey 

    B) a. apple                          b. orange                             c. banana                       d. carrot 

 

4) Fill in the blanks with the words in the box. Two words are extra. (0.5 point) 

 

  cure    -     despite    -    imagine    -    measure      

    A) Doctors usually …………………...……the blood pressure of sick people. 

    B) We decided to go out …………………………the bad weather. 

 

5) Match the underlined words with their synonyms. There is one extra word. (0.5 point) 

 

    A) My favorite language is absolutely my mother tongue.       (…..)                       a. pieces 

    B) Language vary greatly from region to region.                      (…..)                       b. totally 

                                                                                                                                        c. largely 

 

6) Based on prefixes and suffixes, choose the odd word in each row. (0.5 point) 

 

    A) a. rewrite                             b. reality                              c. replay                           d. rethink 

    B) a. cultural                            b. careless                            c. dangerous                     d. creation 

 

7) Complete the sentences using the correct form of the words. (0.5 point) 

 

    A) Reza ……………………………...a job yet. (to find) 

    B) Look! There are a few …………………………on the roof. (mouse)  
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8) Circle the best answers. (0.5 point) 

   A) Mike gave me a ……………………...of toast and a …………….………of milk. 

        a. bag / glass                       b. slice / glass                    c. loaf / bottle                       d. slice / bag  

   B) I ………………………...a pain in my left arm since I got up this morning. 

        a. have had                         b. had                                 c. had have                           d. have  

 

9) Find the errors and correct them. (0.5 point) 

 

A) I just have bought a new mobile phone. B) You need many money for the party. 

……………………………………………………… ……………………………………………… 

 

10) Rearrange the words to make a sentence. (1 point)  

 

     A) met / before / you / Ali / have / ? 

          ……………………………………………………..? 

     B) respect / the languages / we / all / cultures / should / and / . 

          ……………………………………………………………………… 

 

11) Add the word(s) in parentheses to the sentences. (0.5 point) 

 

A) He went quickly yesterday. (home) B) Jack watches TV in the afternoon. (often) 

……………………………………………………… ……………………………………………… 

 

12) Read the following sentences. Then complete the table below. (2 point) 

 

     A) Kim and I see the man in the laboratory.                            B) I bought some fruit yesterday. 

 

sentence subject aux verb & verb object adverb of manner adverb of place adverb of time 

اصلی و کمکیفعل  فاعل جمله  قید زمان قید مکان قید حالت مفعول 

A ………….… ………..……. …………... ……………. ……………. …………….. 

B ……….…… ……….……. ……….….. ……………. ……………. …………….. 

  

13) Match the picture with the sentences. There is one extra sentence. (1 point) 

 

                                                                   
     A) ……………….             B) ……..…………..          C) ………………..            D) …………………….. 

 

    a. gain weight.          b. go jogging.           c. don’t swim.           d. parking lot.             e. give up smoking. 
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14) Cloze Passage. (1 point) 

     Milk is an important part of our diet. We begin drinking it when we are young. As we get older, we may 

(A)…………………. the amount of it. Some old people say it may add too much (B) …………...……... to their 

diet. Some other people leave it because they believe they no longer (C) ………….………… it. But we should 

know that it (D) ……………………. vitamins that our body needs. Milk is useful for: healthy bone and teeth, 

muscles, weight loss, less stress and healthy body.  

 

A)   a. increase                        b. join                            c. make                          d. decrease  

B)   a. sugar                             b. blood                         c. fat                              d. junk 

C)   a. measure                        b. need                           c. influence                   d. cure 

D)   a. contains                        b. prevents                     c. risks                          d. uses 

  

15) Read the text and answer the following questions. (2 points) 

 

     English is a West Germanic Language that was first spoken in Anglo-Saxon England in the early Middle age. 

It is now the third most widely used language in the world, behind Mandarin (the official language of China) and 

Spanish. It spoken in many countries around the world. Anglosphere countries are England, the United States, 

Canada, Australia, Ireland, New Zealand and a number of Caribbean nations. There are about 375 million native 

speakers which is the largest after Mandarin and Spanish. About 220 million more people speak it as a second 

language. English is often used in work and in travel and there are a billion people who are learning it. This makes 

English the second most spoken language, and the most international one in the world. 

    English has changed and developed over time. The clearest changes are the many worlds taken from Latin and 

French. English grammar has also become very different from other Germanic languages without becoming much 

like Romance languages. Because nearly 60% of the vocabulary comes from Latin, English is sometimes called 

the most Lain of the Germanic languages and is often mistaken for being a Romance Language.    

 

A) English is the second most spoken language in the world.                                            a. T (    )   b. F (    ) 

B) English is now the first most widely use language in the world.                                   a. T (    )    b. F (    ) 

 

C) What does pronoun “it” in line 5, refer to? 

     a. people                         b. Mandarin                   c. Spanish                           d. English 

D) We can guess from the sentence that the underlined words “developed”, in line 8, means ……………… 

     a. expanded                    b. practiced                      c. created                             d. learned 

 

E) Which language is the most international one in the world?   (0.5) 

     ………………………………………………………………………………. 

F) What are the Anglosphere countries?   (0.5) 

     ……………………………………………………………………………  

 

Final score from 20 points Speaking score from 4 points Listening score from 4 points Writing score from 12 points 
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